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Sensitivity Invariants for Nonlinear Networks 

M. N. S. SWAMY, CHAMPA BHUSHAN, AND K. THULASIRAMAN 

Abstract-For a general class of nonlinear networks, explicit 
expressions for sensitivities of a response due to nonlinear elements 
are derived. These expressions are used to establish invariance rela- 
tionships for the sums of sensitivities over different sets of parame- 
ters of two classes of nonlinear networks. It is indicated how these 
relationships can be used to establish the invariant nature of the sum 
of higher order sensitivities and a lower bound for the quadratic 
sensitivity index. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE PROPERTY of sensitivity invariance in 
linear time-invariant networks has generated 
much interest in the literature. For a number of 

classes of passive and active lumped networks, several 
authors have shown the existence of such invariants 
[l]-[7]. Recently, Sablatash and Seviora [s] estab- 
lished, using the concept of adjoint networks [9], sensi- 
tivity invariants for a class of active’networks contain- 
ing uniform transmission lines. Subsequently, the 
authors extended these results to networks containing 
nonuniform transmission lines and voltage-to-current 
and current-to-voltage transducers simultaneously [lo]. 
The use of these invariants in optimal synthesis (op- 
timal in the sense that the multiparatieter sensitivity 
performance has been minimized) has been considered 
in [ll], while its use in establishing lower bounds for the 
quadratic sensitivity index has been discussed in [6], 
[lo], and [12]. A g oo survey, along with a number.of d 
references on the subject of sensitivity, has appeared 
recently [13]. 

No such invariant relations have been obtained for 
nonlinear networks. With the increasing use of non- 
linear elements.in circuit design [14], such invariant 
relationships for nonlinear networks should be useful 
in comp,uter-aided circuit design. In this paper we’es- 
tablish sensitivity invariants for nonlinear networks, 
and these offer a promising means of determining lower 
bounds for quadratic sensitivity index. In Section II 
we establish formulas for sensitivities with respect to 
varjous parameters. In Section III sensitivity-invariant 
relationships are established for different combinations 
of responses and excitations. Sensitivities of response 
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due to changes in excitation amplitudes are also taken 
into consideration in establishing the invariance rela- 
tionships. 

II. SENSITIVITY COMPONENTS DUE TO 
NONLINEAR ELEMENTS 

In this section we will calculate the sensitivities of a 
response due to nonlinear elements. 

Consider a general linear/nonlinear time-invariant 
network consisting of current-controlled and voltage- 
controlled resistors (CCR and VCR), voltage-controlled 
and charge-controlled capacitors (VCC and QCC), cur- 
rent-controlled and flux-controlled inductors (CCL and 
FCL) [14], current-to-current transducers (CCT), 
current-to-voltage transducers (CVT’s), voltage-to- 
current transducers (VCT), voltage-to-voltage trans- 
ducers (VVT), voltage- and current-controlled gyra- 
tors (VCG and CCG), hybrid gyrators (HG), and im- 
pedance converters (IC). Let us denote such a network 
by N and its adjoint by NA. 

We will use N and NA and follow the procedure of 
Seth and Singhal [IS] t o obtain explicit formulas for 
sensitivities due ‘to the above nonlinear elements. Let 
the network N be considered at time [ and NA at time 
7 = t -4. We know by Tellegen’s theorem that 

= c AdE)de(t - 8 - Aie(t)J/e(t - 5) (1) 
e 

where i,(&,) and v,(#=) denote currents through and 
voltages across the ports of N(NA), i,(&) and v,(#,) are 
the currents through and voltages across internal ele- 
ments, and Av,, Ai,, Av,, and Ai, are, respectively, the 
changes in v,, i,, v,, and i, due to a small change in the 
parameters of network N. 

Integrating (1) from 0 tot, we get 

= c s t [Ad$#+(t - 0 - Ai&)fie(t - f)] d5. (2a) 
e 0 

Denoting 

S 
t 

2*y = 45)r(t - 0 4 
0 

we may rewrite (2a) in the form 

c (Av, * & - Ai, * J/,) = c (AZ’, * 4~ - Ai, * $8). (2b) 
P e 
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Let us first consider a VCR branch described by 

iG = %fvG(h'G) (3) 

where fr& is assumed to be a single-valued function of 
ZIG.1 

For small variations in the parameters @J and pc, we 
have 

&G = AuG~~G@D!@) + ~GfVG'@G~G)[~Gbk? + ZJGAPG] 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 
(fiGZIg), which is assumed to exist. The contribution to 
the right-hand side of (2) due to the terms correspond- 
ing to this element is hence given by 

S 
t 

Avd$)bG(t - 8 - uGPGfVG’(PGVG(E>>J’G(t - 81 dt 
0 

- 2 (iG * +G) 

If the corresponding branch in NA is defined by 

4G(f - 8 7 uGiaG~~G’~PGVG(C;)j~G(t - 8 

then (4) reduces to 

(5) 

- 2 cib * +G) - -$ (216 *t&J). 
*(6) 

The first term in (6) gives the sensitivity component due 
to a~, while the second term gives that due to PG. 

Similarly, for a CCR described by 

v12 = aRfiR(bRi~) (7) 

it may be shown that the sensitivity components due to 

If the corresponding branch in NA is defined by 

d 
@c(7) = ~cPc~~c’&vc> - J/C(T), 

dr 
7 = (t - .$) (13) 

(YR and bR are, respectively, 

z (VR *'#'R) 

and 

AbR 
x- (iR * +R) 

the first term on the right-hand side of (12) is zero. The 
second term on the right-hand side of (12) is 

uc~c~~c’(Pcvc(O))Avc(0)J/c(~) - fvc’(~cvc(~))Avc(~)J/c(O)]. 
(8) The second term in the above equation is set to zero 

by choosing the initial condition #c(O) =0 in NA. The 
first term is either equal to zero for a given initial con- 

by choosing the adjoint element to be 

J/R(~ - E) = (YRbRfiR'{b~i~(E)f~n(t 

If the resistor happens to be linear, 

VR = R~R or in = GVG 

- 

Let us next consider a VCC branch described by 

d 
qc = acjvc(@cvc) ic = - (qc). 

4 

A small variation in parameters gives 

A&J = f [AWk(Pcvc> + acfvc’(~cvc)/%~Avc 

+ ~cfdPcwJw&] 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 
(&vc). The contribution to the right-hand side of (2) 
due to the terms corresponding to this element is given 
by 

S ot ( Av~(t)+c(t--E) -d [A~~~~~(Pcvc>+uc~~c’(P~v~)PcAv~ 

+ acfuc’.(Pcvc)vcAPc]~c(t - 4) } 4 

- [uc~c~~c’(~cvc>Avc~c~~-F)]ot -* (ic * 4~) 
ac 

- [ucfvc’(~c~c>vcA~c~c(t-~)]k 

+ j- t~c~v~~CB~w)wVc $ $4--C;) dE. (12) 
0 

(9) dition in N, or gives the sensitivity component with re- 
spect to the initial condition. 

0. 

The third term on the right-hand side of (12) gives 
the sensitivity component with respect to parameter 

(10) (zc. The fourth and fifth terms on the right-hand side of 
(12) can be written by using (13) and by noting that 
Gc(0) =0 as 

we may associate G with either &?c or PO, or R with bG 
or a!~. 

1 For example, in the case of a junction diode governed by 
i = f, [exp (qj/KT) - 11. I, being the reverse saturation constant, p 
and K being constants, and T the temperature, we may identify I, 
and q/(KT) with n and 0, respectively, in (3). A variation in I, corre- 
sponds to a variation in the parameter a, while a change in Twould 
cause a ch??ge in @. 

- z [-~c~c~c”‘(~c~~c(o)>vc(O)Jlco + (vc * +c,l (14) 

which gives the sensitivity component due to 0~. 
Let us next consider a nonlinear VVT described as in 

Table I. A variation in the parameters CQV and &V gives 

Av, = A~,~vv(Pvvvr) + cy~vfw’@v~v&~Av~ 

, + avvfvv’@vvv~)wWvv 
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and 

A;, = 0 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 
(&vv~). The contribution to the right-hand side of (2) 
due to the terms corresponding to this element is given 
by 

external ports for the -original (adjoint) network, while 
v,(&,) and v,(&) are, respectively, the voltage across 
(current through) interior elements and external ports 
for the original (adjoint) network. 

Integrating (18) and (19) from 0 tot, we get 

c (i, * A) = c (i, * 1ClJ 
and 

P e 

n,*&J = me*&). 
P e 

(21) 

WV 
4%~ t 

+- S Pvv 0 ~vvP~fVV’(~vv~1(~))v1(F)~2(~ - E) 4. (15) 
If the corresponding element in NA is given by 

410 - 0 = - (Yvvpvvfyv’(PWv1(5))~2(t - [) 

th(t - 8 = 0 (16) 

then the first term in (15) is zero, and the second term 
gives the sensitivity component with respect to a!w. The 
last term in (15) can be written with the help of (16) as 

- z (Vl * 41) (17) 

which gives the sensitivity component due to prr. 
In a similar manner, the adjoint descriptions and the 

sensitivity components due to all the other elements 
can be found out, and they are listed in Table I. It is to 
be noted that all the different functionsf are assumed 
to be single valued and differentiable. It should also be 
pointed out (Table I) that the parameter symbols n 
and b are always associated with the current variables, 
while (Y and p are associated with the voltage variables; 
further, the symbol b is always associated with an inde- 
pendent current variable, while the symbol /? is associ- 
ated with an independent voltage variable. These sym- 
bols have been chosen in this manner so that the in- 
variant relationships to be derived in Section III ‘may 
be written in a compact way. 

III. SENSITIVITY INVARIANTS FOR 

NONLINEAR NETWORKS 

Consider the general n-port network N defined in the 
previous section. Let NA be its adjoint. Let the network 
N be considered at time 4 and NA at time 7 = t -[. We 
know by Tellegen’s theorem that 

P e 

and 

P e 

where &($<) and i,($,) are, respectively, the 
through (voltages across) interior elements 

(19) 

currents 

Let the sensitivity of any response U with respect to 
a parameter pk be defined as 

(22) 

We shall now establish some sensitivity-invariant 
relations for two classes of nonlinear networks with dif- 
ferent types of excitations and responses. We shall de- 
note by Ni that class of nonlinear networks N where 
either the QCC’s and CCL’s are absent or, if present, 
their initial conditions pc(0) =i~(0) =O. Also, we shall 
denote by Nz that class of nonlinear networks N where 
either the VCC’s and the FCL’s are absent or, if pres- 
ent, their initial conditions vc(O) =r]~(0) =O. We will 
first obtain sensitivity-invariant relations with different 
types of excitations and responses, assuming changes 
only in the parameters a, b, o, and p in the different 
network elements. 

Case 1: Voltage Response Due to Voltage Excitation 

Consider the network N1 whose adjoint is denoted by 
NrA. Let vZ denote the open-circuit voltage response at 
port 2 of N1 due to a voltage excitation at port 1, all 
other ports being open. Let port 2 of N1” be excited by 
an impulse current function L?(T), with port 1 shorted 
and all other ports open circuited. Then the left-hand 
side of (2) can be written as 

S 
t 
Av&)s(t - E) df = Avz(t). (23) 

0 

The right-hand side of (2) gives the contributions to this 
change Av,(t) due to the variations in the different pa- 
rameters a’s, cy’s, b’s, and p’s of the network elements in 
Ni. These have already been tabulated in Table I. For 
example, the contribution due to the aG of a VCR is 
given by 

- 5 (iG * $G). (24) 

Thus from (23) and (24) we have 

s =a 02 = _ uG% = - (i~*tiG). (25) 
duG and the 
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TABLE I 

Element Description Adjoint 
of Description for Sensitivity 

Classification the Element Computation at time t(r=t-F) 

Voltage-controlled 
resistance 

~C=aGfti(6GvG) 9G(~)~GsGf;lGt6GvG(~~~*G~T~ 

(VCR) 

Current-controlled 
resistance 

"R-RfiR(bR$) VR(r)~RbRf;R(bR$t~))~R(t) 

(CCR) 

Voltage-controlled 
capacitance 

4pcfVC(Bcvc) 9,(~)=;~,6&(6,v,ts)) 

(VCC) d 
ic = z qc 

Charge-controlled 
"C=aCfqC(bCqC) & Vc(~)~cbcf~c(bc~c(E)) 

capacitance d 
(QCC) lc = zf qc x' $c(T) 

I Flux-controlled I t-LfqL(BLqL) jy aL(r)=aL6,f6,(6,~,(S)) 
inductor 

mm dnL 
"L = dg x VL(T) 

Current-controlled 
inductor nL%LfiL(bLt) V,(r) = aLbLf;L(bLiL(5)) 

(CCL) dnL 
"L = dE d 

x z 9,(r) 

I I I 
Current-to-current 

transducer i2=%CfCC(bCCil) V1(~)=-~CCbCCf~C(bCC~lo) 

(CC'0 
v1 = 0 

x V*(T) 

92(T)=o 

Voltage-to-voltage 
transducer 

"2=aWfW(6wvl) 91(t)=-~W6Wf'(6W"1(E)) 

(VW) if0 V*(T)'0 
x 02(T) 

Voltage-to-current 
transducer 

i2=47cfvc(6VC"1) Ol(~)=y&,Cf'(6VC", (5)) 

(VCT) I,=0 $2(T)=o x v;(T) 

Current-to-voltage 
transducer 

"2=~CVfm(hCVil) V1(~)="CVbCVf'(bCV~l(S)) 

(C-i-f) vl=o x 02(T) 

tJ2(T)=o 

I WCC) 
Voltage-controlled 

gyrator il=%Glx +2(~)=aVG16VG1 x 

f,,Gl(~",1"2) f' vG1(6vG1v2(c)) Xbl(T') 

i2=aVG2X 
$1 (T)=avc2%c2 x 

fVG2(6VG2V1) 

, 
f';G2(6VG2vl(S)) XQ2(Tj 

Contribution to the right-hand side of (2) 
due to a change in the parameter 

a or b a. or 6 

- 2 (i, * V,) - 2s (vc 
BG 

* 0,) 

ABC 
-~[vc*o - 

C C 

-8c~cvcmvCw 

X f&(6C"C(0)jl 

\bC 
F DC * 0, 

C 
+s,wQt)l 

+~(oNLwl 

'bL 
a [IL * *, 

L 

-aLbLiL(0) OLW 
* 0,) 

x f;L(bL\(‘J)l 
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TABLE I (Continued) 

Current - AbCC1 
controlled V1=%G1fCG1(bCG1i2) vl(')=aCG2bCG2f;G2(bCG2il(S)) 

gyrator 
-yg (i, * V,) 2 (v, * 01) 

(CCC) 
x +2(T) 

V2=%G2fCG2(bCG2i2) v,(r)=a,,,b,,lf~,,(b,G,i,o) AbCG2 
- (11 * '11) 

*%G2 
- 

bCG2 ‘CC2 
b2 * V2), 

x o,(r) 

Hybrid 
gyrator 

OIG) 

V1=%GfHG1(bHGi2) J12(~)-HGbHGf;lGl(bHGi2(5)) 
-2 (il * *,) 

x @l(T) 

2 (vl * $1) 

il=sHGf HG2 ts,Gv2’ 
02(r)=~G6,f~G2(6,2(~)) i& (I2 * V,) 

%G 
- q$ (v, * 0,) 

x V&T) 

Impedance 
converter "l=aIcfIcl(51c"2) "2h)=-~IC6,cf;cl(6,c"2~~~~ 

(IO 
-2 (i, * Vl) 2 (vl * 0,) 

x @l(T) 

il=aICfIC2(bICi2) V, (~)=-~ICbICf;C2(hIC~20) -zk (v2 * 0,) 
SIC 

x Vi(T) 

where f'(x) = 9 

I 

t 
x*y = X(S) Y(t - F) dC 

0 

Similarly, with respect to PC of a VCR, we have from 
Table I and (23) 

spc*2 = - (VG * 4G)* (26) 

The contributions due to the parameters of the other 
one-port nonlinear elements, namely VCC, QCC, FCL, 
and CCL, may be obtained using Table I in a similar 
manner. 

It may also be seen from Table I and (23) that for a 
CCT 

(27) 

where the summation on the right-hand side of (27) ex- 
tends over the two ports of the CCT in Nr and the cor- 
responding adjoint element in NrA. Similarly, we may 
obtain the sensitivity components for VCT, CVT, VCG, 
CCG, HG, and IC. 

Thus using (23) and Table I we get 

- c &iv2 + c .$b;’ = c’ (i, * I,&). 
e 

(28) 

It should be pointed out that on the left-hand side of 
(28), only those elements in whose descripti0ns.a and/or 
b are present are included; further, the prime on the 
right-hand side indicates that the summation is only 
over such elements. Thus the VVT is not included. 
However, for a VVT, the following may be verified 
directly, using Table I : 

c (i, * &J = 0. (29) 
e 

Hence (28) may be written as 

- c say2 + c sbjv2 = c (i, * #e) 
e 

(30) 

where the right-hand side now includes all the elements 
of Nr, even though the sensitivities due to the param- 
eters of a VVT are not included in the left-hand side. 
Now using (21) in (3O), we have 

- ~.!?,,y’+ ~&,,w2 = c (i,*$,). (31) 
P. 

The right-hand side of (31) is zero, in view of the ex- 
citations and terminations of Ni and iViA. Hence 

c say2 - c s,,;’ = 0. 

We may.also obtain, using (23) and Table I, 

2 sa;2 - h s&q,82 = C’ 21, * *e 
e 

(32) 

(33) 

where now the left-hand side includes all the elements 
whose descriptions contain a and/or /3. Hence the CCT 
parameters cannot be included on the left-hand side of 
(33), and thus cc’ does not contain the CCT elements. 
However, it again may be verified from Table I that 
for a CCT 

c (ve * 6) = 0. (34) 
e 

Thus 

c say2 - c sfl;* = c (v, * 4%) (35) 
0 
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where ze now includes all the elements of Nr. By using in view of the excitations and terminations in Nz and 
(20) in (35), we get NzA. Hence (44) reduces to 

. ~s,yz- ~s,6;2 = c(vp*$p). (36) 
P 

c s,ya - c sgi2)* = v2. (45) 

In view of terminations and excitations in Nl and NIA, Case 4: Current Response Due to Current Excitation 
we have Let us consider the short-circuit current response it at 

c (VP * 4,) = (v1* 41) + 82 
(37) port 2 due to a current excitation ir at port 1 of Nz, all 

P other ports being short circuited. Let port 2 of NzA be 

which need not be an invariant, in general. Hence we 
excited by an impulse voltage function6(7), with port 1 

have no invariance, in general, for the expression 
open and all other ports short circuited. Then it follows 
that the left-hand side of (2) becomes 

(38) 

Case 2: Current Response Due to Voltage Excitation 

Let & denote the short-circuit current response at 
port 2 of Nr due to voltage excitation Q at port 1, all 
other ports being short circuited. Let port 2 of NrA be 
excited by an impulse voltage function 8(r), all other 
ports being short circuited; then the left-hand side of 
(2) can be written as 

S 
t 

- Ai&)s(t - E) dl = - A&(t). (39) 
0 

Following the same procedure as used in Case 1, we 
have, from the right-hand side of (2), (39), and Table I, 

c saiiz - c Sbji2 = c (i, * tie) = c (i, * #,). (40) 
e P 

But in view of the excitations and terminations in Nr 
and NrA, we have 

c 6, * tipI = i*. 

P 

(41) 

Thus from (40) and (41) we get 

C&i2 - c SbjiZ = i2. (42) 

Case 3: Voltage Response Due to Current Excitation 

Let us now consider the open-circuit voltage response 
W’L at port 2 due to a current excitation il at port 1 of 
the network N2, all other ports being open. Let the 
second port of NzA, the adjoint of N2, be excited by an 
impulse current function 6(r), all other ports of N2A be- 
ing open. Then the left-hand side of (2) can be written as 

S 
1 
Av&Mt - 8 dt = Avz(t>. 

0 

(43) 

Following the same procedure as in Case 1, and using 
the right-hand side of (2), (43), and Table I, we can 
show that 

c SnjllZ - c spju2 = c (v, * f&). 
Again using (21), we have 

F (ve * 4,) = c (VP * 4,) = 29 
P 

S 
t - Ai,([)&(t - i) d( = - A&(t). (46) 

0 

Following the same procedure as in Case 1, and using 
the right-hand side of (2), (46), Table I, and the excita- 
tion as well as the terminating conditions in N2 and NZA, 
we can show that 

c .srniiZ - c spji2 = 0. (47) 

We shall now establish similar sensitivity-invariant 
relations with different types of excitations and re- 
sponses when the change in the response due to a change 
in the amplitude of excitation is also considered. 

Case A : Voltage Response Due to Voltage Excitation 

Let us consider the open-circuit voltage response vz 
at port 2 due to a voltage excitation zrr at port 1 of N2, all 
other ports being open circuited. Let the second port of 
N2A be excited by an impulse current function 8(r), with 
.port 1 shorted and-all, &her porti cipen. ..- 

Let us first consider the variation in the response’due 
to a variation in the. amplitude of the -excitation only: 
Since the variation in the response due to the param- 
eters a’s, b’s, (Y’S, and /3’s of the network elements have 
been assumed to be zero, (2) can be written as 

S 
.t 

Avl(W(t - E) dt + Avz(t) = 0. (48) 
0 

Let 
81 = v&J. (49) 

Then the variation in VI due to a change in the ampli- 
tude VI of zlr is 

Av, = .Arrf(t). 

Hence (48) may be written as 

Avz = - (AV,/Vd(vl * +I). 

Thus 
&w = I - (v1* 41). (50) 

We also have, from (21), in view of the terminating and 
excitation conditions in N2 and NtA, 

(VI * 41) + 2’2 = c (v, * 4%). (jl) 
e 
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Thus from (SO) and (51) we get 

-sv:2 + vz = c (21, * 4Je). 
e 

It should be pointed that, if in the network N all the 

(52) 
initial conditions for VCC’s, QCC’s, CCL’s, and FCL’s 
are-zero, that is, 

We already have shown in Case 1 that Vc(0) = qC(0) = iL(0) = %5(O) = 0 

c sap2 - c spjv2 = c (v, * 4%). 
e 

(35) then the two classes N1 and Nz are indistinguishable. In 
such a case, all the relations (.57)-(64) apply. 

Hence from (52) and (35) we have 

Case B : Voltage Response Due to Current Excitation 

Consider the open-circuit voltage response 02 at port 
2 due to current excitation il at port 1 of Nl. If there is a 
small variation in the amplitude 11 of the excitation 
il= IIf( then it can be shown, following the same pro- 
cedure as used in Case A. that 

Consider the circuit given in Fig. 1, where the diode 
is described by 

il = a(e@“z - 1). 

Let VI be a dc excitation and let v2 be the response. 
Since the network may be conside.red as belonging to 
either class N1 or iVZ, relation (57)) as well as (61)) applies. 

The linear resistors may be considered either as 

SK;= + c say2 - c Sbjz12 = 0. (54) 
VCR’s, 

Case C: Current Response Due to Voltage Excitation 

Consider the short-circuit current response’ i2 at port 
2 due to voltage excitation VI at port 1 of network Nz. If 
there is a small change in the amplitude VI of excitation 
VI = Vlf(t), then it readil’y can be shown that 

Sv,“2 + C&i* - c SBji2 = 0. 

IV. EXAMPLE 

i = Glv = G,(V, - 2’2) 

iz= G2v2 

or as 6CR’s, 

v = (V, - ~2) = Rli 

vz= R&. 

First let us consider the linear resistors as VCR’s. 
Then we may identify G1 and Gz as al and a2 or fl1 and /32. 
In order to use (57), G1 and Gf will have to be identified 
with al and a2 and not with PI and &, since otherwise the 
left-hand side of (57) will not include the resistors (but 
at the same time, the summation is over all the elements 
of the network). Also, in order to use (61), G1 and Gz will 
have to be identified with & and pZ and not with al and 
a.2, since otherwise the left-hand side of (61) will not in- 
clude the linear resistors. 

Thus from (57) we get 

sop2 + so;2 + s,-Jz = 0 

while from (61) we have 

(65) 

(57) 
sv,v2 - SrJIU2 - s(&v2 - sp = v9 _. (66) 

(58) 
If we now consider the linear resistors as CCR’s, then 

we may identify RI and X2 with bl and bt or ~1 and (112. 
For reasons similar to the one given above, RI and R’L 

(59) 
have to be identified with bl and bp in (57), and with Cal 
and cy:, in (61). Then we get 

(60) -&,V2 - SE;2 + S,“2 = 0 (67) 

sv,= + SR 182 + SR,v2 - &v = 0. (68) 

(61) 
Of course, (67) and (65), as well as (6X) and (66), are the 
same. 

(62) Now if iZ is the response, then (58) and (62) apply. 
Whether we consider the linear resistors to be VCR’s or 
CCR’s, they give rise to 

(63). SG,iZ + S&i* + saiz = i? (69) 
(64) Sv,i* - Soliz - Soziz - Soi* = 0. (70) 

Case D : Current Response Due to Current Excitation 

Consider a short-circuit current response iZ at port 2 
due to current excitation il at port 1 of Nl. If there is a 
slight variation in the amplitude I1 of excitation 
il= If(t), then it readily can be shown that 

.sl,iZ + c Saiiz - c SbjiZ = is. C56) 

The different sensitivity-invariant relationships de- 
rived above for networks Nl and NZ are summarized 
below. 

1) For network Nl: 
a) For voltage excitation 

cs,yz - c SbjvZ = 0 

C Saiiz - C Sbji2 = i2. 

b) For current excitation il= 1?f(t) 

SIT” + c Sa;2 - c &jv= = 0 

sr,i= + c SaiiZ - c SbjiZ = if. 

2) For network N2 : 
a) For voltage excitation VI = V~f(t) 

sv,v2 f c say’ - c s,,.iz = 212 

sy,i* + c sati* - c .s,,~~ = 0. 

b) For current excitation 

c Sat”2 - c SPjk = 0 

c Sa;2 - c sfljoz = v2., 
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ir = a(eBv* - 1) 

Fig. 1. Diagram for the example. 

It may be verified directly that (65) holds by writing 
Kirchhoff’s equation for the network as’ 

GlVl = GA + a(e@“z - 1) + Gzvz (71) 

then differentiating (71) with respect to Gr, Gz, and a, 
adding to obtain 

(GI + Gz + &+‘~(SG p* + &;.1* + saq = 0 

and finally by observing that G1+G~+a&flv2#0. In a 
similar fashion, (68), (69), and (70) may be verified. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper some sensitivity-invariant relationships 
have been established for certain classes of nonlinear 
networks with different types of excitations and re- 
sponses. 

We note that higher order sensitivity invariants for 
networks Nr and Nz may be established using the fol- 
lowing re.lation proved in [lo] : 

X k+l = $ pi 5 - kXk 
l. 

where Xj denotes the sum of jth order sensitivities over 
the set of parameters (pi, i = 1, 2, + . . , n). 
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Further, if the quadratic sensitivity index C$ is defined 
for nonlinear networks in the same manner as it is done 
for linear networks [ 111, then the sensitivity-invariant 
relationships established in this paper can be used to 
obtain lower bounds for C#J, following the approach used 
in [6], [lo],-and [12]. 
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